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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2007017238A1] Disc brake, in particular for a motor vehicle, having a brake calliper which has brake linings, which disc brake makes
contact with a brake disc when functioning, wherein at least one brake lining (1) which can be inserted into a lining shaft of the brake calliper can be
pressed against the brake disc by means of a brake application device via at least one actuating spindle which is operatively connected to the latter
and via a pressure piece (2) which acts on the brake lining (1), and a holding spring bears against an outer edge of the at least one brake lining
(1), which holding spring is supported at the other end on a holding bracket which is stationary with respect to the brake calliper; wherein the disc
brake is configured in such a way that at least one further spring element (3) is provided which has at least one spring limb which is supported at
one end on one of the outer edges of the brake lining (1) and at the other end on the lining shaft, and tensions the brake lining with respect to the
brake calliper in directions which deviate from the direction of action of the holding spring.
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